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	Design a highly available Exchange 2013 messaging environment using real-world examples


	Overview

	
		Use the easy-to-follow guidelines and tips to achieve the highest availability
	
		Covers all the aspects that need to be considered before, during and after implementation of high availability
	
		Packed with clear diagrams and scenarios that simplify the application of high availability concepts such as site resilience



	In Detail


	Microsoft Exchange 2013 is the most widely used messaging platform in the world. Learning how to deploy it in a highly available manner is as fascinating and challenging as it is crucial for every organization.


	This practical hands-on guide will provide you with a number of clear scenarios and examples that will explain the mechanics behind the working of Exchange Server High Availability 2013 and how maximum availability and resilience can be achieved through it. For most organizations around the world, e-mail is their top mission-critical service. Throughout nearly 20 years of Exchange development, Microsoft has been improving the Exchange platform, making it more user-friendly and reliable with each release. From Windows clusters, to Cluster continuous replication and database availability groups, the progress of Exchange in terms of availability and resilience is extraordinary.


	Throughout this book, you will go through all the roles, components, and features that should be considered when addressing high availability. You will go through how to achieve high availability for the Client Access and Mailbox server roles, what's new in load balancing, site resilience, the new public folders, and much more.


	You will learn to successfully design, configure, and maintain a highly available Exchange 2013 environment by going through different examples and real-world scenarios, saving you and your company time and money, and eliminating errors.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Design and configure high availability and site resilience for Exchange 2013 roles and components
	
		Take advantage of the new monitoring features of Exchange 2013
	
		Perform Disaster Recovery, backup, and restoration of Exchange 2013
	
		Understand the importance of high availability and resilience
	
		Improve high availability comprehensively through the use of the Transport service
	
		Use the monitoring features of Exchange 2013 to achieve a higher level of availability
	
		Comprehend the influence of the new architecture of Exchange 2013 in high availability



	Approach


	This book is a hands-on practical guide that provides the reader with a number of clear scenarios and examples, making it easier to understand and apply the new concepts. Each chapter can be used as a reference, or it can be read from beginning to end, allowing consultants/administrators to build a solid and highly available Exchange 2013 environment.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a messaging professional who wants to learn to design a highly available Exchange 2013 environment, this book is for you. Although not a definite requirement, practical experience with Exchange 2010 is expected, without being a subject matter expert.
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Creative Writer's Workbook, TheHow to Books, 2009
'Full of good ideas and exercises to help you develop characters and plot.' 'Good for tutors and students alike...I bought the book myself and use it frequently.' This title is new updated edition with new title of this practical and inspirational workbook for creative writers. It is packed with tried and tested exercises and devices to trigger...
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BeagleBone EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Harness the power of the BeagleBone Black to manage external environments using C, Bash, and Python/PHP programming


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of Beaglebone Black via a detailed tutorial that provides practical examples, from initial board setup to device driver management
	...
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XSLT Programmer's Reference 2nd EditionPeer Information Inc, 2001

	This compact, relevant, updated version reflects recent changes in the XSLT specification and developments in XSLT parsers. The material on tools and implementations has been revised; so too have all the examples. It also includes a new chapter on writing extension functions.


	XML has firmly established itself as the universal...
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System Center Operations Manager 2007 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2008
The process of operations management is a combination of people, procedures, and tools—all three are necessary, and the absence of one component can put an entire enterprise solution at risk. At a more granular level, operations management is about correlating what may appear to be seemingly unrelated events and data across machines to...
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Programmable Logic Controllers, Fifth EditionNewnes, 2009

	A programmable logic controllers (PLC) is a real-time system optimized for use in severe conditions such as high/low temperatures or an environment with excessive electrical noise. This control technology is designed to have multiple interfaces (I/Os) to connect and control multiple mechatronic devices such as sensors and actuators.
...
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Electrical Modeling and Design for 3D System Integration: 3D Integrated Circuits and Packaging, Signal Integrity, Power Integrity and EMCJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The first book to address electromagnetic modeling methodologies for analysis of the large complex electronic structures, Efficient Electromagnetic Modeling for High Speed Electronics systematically reviews a series of fast and efficient electromagnetic modeling techniques. The book presents a number of special methods to solve the SI, PI,...
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